Rapefugees want to play a game: 'Taharrush'
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Middle Eastern rape game called ‘Taharrush’ has come to Europe

"German officials and police have said that assaults on females that took place in Germany’s
Cologne on New Year’s Eve are an actual practice. The so-called ‘rape game’, that involves
gang rape and collective sexual harassment. It is said to have come from Arab countries. It is
a type of sexual harassment in crowds that has certain rules - an inner circle attacks while an
outer one distracts people on the streets who might notice the violence. "

Comment by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:
These poor Rapefugees! Even after the billions they cost, the insane pensions they get, the
destruction they bring to welfare, the guarantee for the jews of eradicating their enemies
and all this...Because the Whites, the Source of Alll Evil in Creation and Beyond the Universe,
wanted to lay a hand and help them in their misery.
So given these people want to treat us as we treat them, and they are in NO WAY under an
expansionist Jihad War, or serving the Jewish Plans which for a century want the White
Gentiles to be extinct...They bring gifts! We must accept them with open arms!
Welcome, Rapefugees!
What do you bring?
Nice! After triple AIDS, Malaria, Child Rape, Robberies, Feces mountains in towns, Sharia
Law, now, 'Taharrush'. Cultural Enrichment, Goyims! Serve the jews, be raped and
destroyed, speak no word, do no deed! At least you are being Politically Correct with the Self
Proclaimed Superior Slave Masters of the Earth, the jews! And their loyal rapefugees!
Greatest honor, ever!
What more could you ask? The love of your own people? Self-determination? Racial
separation so people can evolve in peace? The rights to your life or that of your Nation? All
this is bullshit, says the Jewish Master! Just serve the kikes and you will be rewarded with
rape, destruction, suffering, slavery and pain. After all, it has a fashionable touch to it!
Though wait, there is more!
Who knows? Maybe your daughter, wife, mother, or even child will be the next one to play
this game. Maybe you too. It’s like the keno, you could end up dead in some terror attack,

any day, any hour! The women of your family could be raped at any time! The days of calm
security and evil Satanic Racial Segregation are over! Now the days of the jewish plans are
starting to emerge! Let's not forget what this muddling says proudly: She was a virgin, we
broke her up with 7 guys. A proud statement from our poor, hungry, bomb-evading-all-daypoor-refugee-mercy-evoking-rapist-criminal-who-is-of-course-just-a-bad-paradigm-becausethe-majority-of-browns-are-not-alike-and-are-divine-even-though-the-mobs-there-are-inthe-hundreds-and-not-one-is-stopping-this-but-rather-joins-in! Shlomo Rabbinovich
Shekelstein must be appaulding and in tears! What a play!
Goyims you must all applaud too! Just do what the master does, say what the master says,
believer what the master believes!
Next time your daughter returns home, bleeding, with broken nose, pregnant, with HIV/AIDS
(if she ever does)...
It wasn't hide or seek! It was Taharrush!
She could be playing this game with 7, 17, or 107 rapefugees!
You might also find out she got married, even if she was 9 years old. Or maybe she ended up
in Kebab Sauce like the girl in England!
Lots of games and surprises await! You could be next!!!

___________________________________________________________________________
Makes you imagine what some imaginative innocent jew would say [not a literal quote]:
They are teaching the Evil Whites well! More Multiculturalism! -"Shlomo Shekelstein
Shalomovich"
You can imagine a Rabbi made up the Rules:
1. Place a jew as the head of the criminal operation
2. Grab some poor, unable, 1/10th Syrian rest Somali and Muddies repe-fugees, which jews
payed to be escorted to Europe to Racially Genocide Whites
3. Put the White Cuckolds and Non Whites to attack any White that might want to stop the
game. Blame every White for all Eternity who put an end to such matters, such as Adolf
Hitler. Convince every one of how Evil Whites are, even themselves against themselves.
4. Start the rape, "destroy" the woman completely, maybe brag about it on a video. Do this
for as many women as possible.
5. Repeat step 3.
6. Hide this over in the news, pretend it never happened, destroy freedom on speech and if
you are faced with issues just rave "holohoax" or about how its not politically correct and
might lead to "Nazism" if its shared.
7. Repeat, until all the Goyim are destroyed.

